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Class - positive things  to do 
and avoiding negativity in the 
workplace Meditation Motivational seminars time & stress management 

Breathing exercises and digital 
programs that can be done at 
your desk

combating stress at work Meditation Trying to keep mentally fit meditation and mindfulness Family loss

Complete wellness: mind, body 
and soul Balancing Family and work

Stress in Work place--How to 
deal with it Stress in the workplace

De-stress after work classes - 
yoga, meditation, etc.

conflict resolution 
balancing wellness and work at 
work

Dealing with Seasonal Stress 
(holidays, 
weather)....presentation/webin
ar

Inspirational / Motivational 
webinars

Education re: FSAP (how many 
sessions, what can you talk to 
them about, confidentiality, 
appointment needed?, etc.  
This does not need to be a 
lecture or webinar, but maybe 
new posters or an eblast)

Happiness is...six word 
competition

Breathing class. A type of 
meditation that focuses on 
proper breathing techniques. It 
is surprising how many people 
do not breath properly. 
especially while under stress. 10 min guided meditation

Mental well being but perhaps 
marketed in a different way. 
Might be a lecture on being at 
the crossroads in life and how 
to deal. (caring for an older 
parent, empty nest, retiring, 
ageing, burned out and wonder 
what to do next, etc... 

Mental health -- mindfulness 
techniques that can be 
incorporated into workday.

Impulse Control Disorders coping with stress
balancing family life, work, and 
self-care (i.e., exercise) Gratitude 

Micro-break relaxation and 
centering tips



Lecture or webinar on the 
scientifically proven benefits 
and techniques on Mindfulness 
meditation. Gannett's "Let's 
Meditate" sessions are a good 
example of this. dealing with anxiety and stress Conflict management

Guided Meditation for Staff 
(separate from the Let's 
Meditate sessions for students)

mindfuless or meditation 
sessions -- again, these can be 
brief. But it would be great to 
have a de-stressor to pop into 
in the middle of the day.

Meditation classes

How can I carve out moments 
of peace during my day to 
enhance a sense of work-life 
balance?  ex: sometimes I color 
a mandala over lunch. Coping with holiday stress Guided meditation.

Personal productivity/time 
management

meditation for beginners 

how to find your purpose after 
your kids leave the home - or 
just in general

Handling Stress around the 
holidays/family events/life 
events

How to encourage a culture of 
recognizing the importance of 
getting away from work when 
at home. Not answering emails 
all weekend, not coming in on 
the weekend to catch up, 
etc...I realize some people 
need to do this in order to 
maintain a work life balance or 
it drives them crazy. Power napping



More classes on dealing with 
stress - are you sensing a 
theme yet?

In terms of well being I'd like to 
see more mindfulness 
workshops for people who are 
just beginning to learn the skill 
or for people who need to get 
into the practice of 
mindfulness but need to 
become inspired to do so. 

How can I detach my sense of 
self from work 
accomplishment? How can I 
engage less with the peer 
pressure to be crazy busy? 
How can I feel ok about being 
normal-busy when everyone 
else "brags" about how crazy 
busy they are?  How can I 
resist the temptation to do 
more than I can sanely do? to 
create more work for myself 
when I see something students 
need or would be challenging 
to accomplish?

life coaching stuff - how to get 
out of a rut, motivate yourself 
to make changes etc

Tips on better communication 
to prevent and resolve 
conflicts that can ruin 
someone's day

pedagogy of the oppressed 
Incorporating wellness into the 
work day

Live webinars showing 
meditation/breathing exercises

Meditation and awareness 
seminar

Understanding meditation, 
practicing meditation class, 
walking meditations, sitting 
meditations, 5 minute at your 
desk meditations to 45 minute 
guided lying down meditations 
to 30 minute nature 
meditations. These could be 
for different purposes, finding 
life purpose, relaxation, before 
sleep, helping with pain, being 
still etc...

A conversation about how to 
maintain a healthy and 
inclusive working environment 
for coworkers and students 
post-election

Integrating meditation into 
your every day life managing stress Meditation training

What are good ways to reduce 
stress?  I can't do yoga....



A more formal discussion 
group/series of workshops on 
mindfulness and approaches to 
life and work based on 
"Buddhist-like" principles. For 
example, there's a book called 
"Awake at Work," which could 
be the foundation for a series 
of discussion meetings to learn 
to apply the principles in our 
work lives.  Thank you for 
considering!

It would be great if someone 
who instructs short meditation 
or easy yoga that doesn't 
require changing clothes would 
come to my building to instruct 
it. For example, if there would 
be a directed 15-minute 
meditation in a meeting room 
in my building once or twice 
per week that would be great 
for stress release. meditation

mental health / meditation at 
work meditation

Adult Colorist Stress Relief 
Group

Lectures, workshops on stress 
relieving techniques that can 
be integrated into the work 
day. Meditation mindfulness class

Meditation (I have seen some 
offerings but have not been 
able to attend, I hope to see 
more)

body image
Managing depression in the 
workplace

Meditation for lunch at the Vet 
College; outside in the 
summer.

More classes focused on 
emotional well-being

Meditation (I know it's been 
offered before but I've only 
seen it offered midday on 
central campus, which is hard 
for those of us who don't work 
near there. Perhaps early 
morning or early evening?)

Confidence building Meditation Mindfulness circle

more meditation options at 
East Hill (we love Cindy, but 
expand)

Meditation and mindful 
breathing 

How being in nature positively 
affects your health, reduces 
stress, etc.. Meditation Relaxation ideas

Personality development 
worshops Meditation classes

I like the meditation 
programming.

Meditation classes at East Hill 
after work

stress/work overload - is there 
wellness/nutrition course on 
this that are not through HR Stress management Meditation workshop



maintaining balance - work/life Meditation/relaxation classes

Things to keep in mind that 
everyone should know and 
practice to help others who 
might be in need, especially 
those you might not know very 
well. Reading body 
language/between the lines 
and when to (and not to) ask 
questions or how to act if you 
suspect something untoward is 
going on in their life 
(depression, a family death, 
own health problem, 
something more serious, or 
just plain a bad day). Tips for life of a working mom mindfulness

managing a positive work-life 
balance

Mind-body connections for 
stress reduction   (such as 
using the mind to relax the 
body;    Using the body to relax 
the mind)  This could include 
something where one could 
get coaching online. Time Management

ways to more presence in 
every-day tasks (or finding joy 
in the every-day...) mindfulness

Meditation mindfulness
Walking meditation (Thich 
Nhat Hanh) Work/Life balance mindfulness 

Small changes with big benefits 
during stressful times mindfulness Tactics for balancing work/life Work life balance

Mindfulness and stress 
reduction

Stress reduction. Mindfulness class
Thoughtful meditation in a 
more relaxing environment Work Life Balance

Mindfulness based stress 
reduction

Stress relief - simple tactics. Mindfulness Meditation

well being workshop for 
women in mid life including the 
whole person: health, financial, 
spiritual and physical Work/life balance mindfulness mediation



The Power of Positive Thinking: 
Reprogramming Our Brains 
(Janet Shortall has a speaker 
coming on this topic in January -
- I think there is a public 
session) more mediation options Work/Life Balance

yoga session on just breathing - 
for anxiety and stress control.  

My prior employer had 
Wellness Coaches who are 
employed staff that are 
trained/certified in fitness, 
exercise, dietary programs, etc.  
Employees looking to modify 
their wellness lifestyle can set 
up a periodic appointment to 
discuss goals, plans, progress, 
impediments, and successes.  
The key is that the employee 
determines the details of what 
and how, while the Coach is 
there to support, reinforce, 
encourage, motivate, and offer 
suggestions on how to find 
ways to move forward despite 
impediments or set backs 
(mental or physical).  There 
was no cost to the employee 
and meetings take place during 
work hours.  It is a subtle 
approach that is effective.  

silent meditation Reducing stress. work-life-balance Stress management
reducing stress having a busy 
work and home life

Staying sane in a Trump 
America Stress Relief Stress relieving activities

Stress reduction with seasonal 
themed nature walks, like fall 
colors & tree identification; 
mushroom seeking; animal and 
natural world; watercolor/field 
drawing
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